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Looking Ahead: 8 New Trends to Watch
At Dawn, we’re passionate about helping our customers grow their businesses. At the end of the
day, your success is our success. Earlier this year, we announced a new vision statement for our
organization: Inspire Bakery Success Every Day. We work hard to deliver upon that vision by being
your strategic partner. We continually examine where we can provide support; helping you stay
abreast of the latest consumer trends is just one of those areas.
Our global team of dedicated market research and insights experts has spent many months
leveraging hundreds of data sources and assessing products from around the world to uncover
eight new trends to help you capitalize on consumers’ evolving needs:
•

•

Luxury Found: Busy, nonstop lifestyles and a constantly plugged-in mentality lead
consumers to crave “me time.” In an effort to unwind and escape with a special reward,
consumers often seek decadent products with the finest ingredients to satisfy their need
for indulgence.
No Passport Required: Bold new flavor fusions and authentic experiences, particularly

ethnic offerings, are sure to delight consumers’ global palates.

•

Simple & Pure: Consumers crave a no-fuss approach to eating with pragmatic principles:

Eat real food made with familiar, wholesome ingredients.

•

#FoodieExpressions: Technology has played a major role in spreading food love, and
consumers have a growing desire to show off products and services that are unique,
memorable and shareable.

•

Mashup Mania: Experimenting with new foods and flavors is exhilarating and

•
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adventurous. Consumers crave unique pairings and fusions of food textures, forms and
flavors—and their expectations are high.

proactively seek inherent benefits from food, like protein that helps build muscle or
probiotics that contribute to healthy digestion; and they look to find their own personal
balance between health and indulgence.
•
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Transparency 360: Looking beyond ingredient quality, consumers also want details about

the resources required to make what they consume. They feel good about supporting local
businesses and buying products that are ethically sourced over the entire value chain.
Be sure to check back as we take an in-depth dive into each of the eight new trends in upcoming
issues and discover easy ways to incorporate them into your planning mix.
In this issue’s From the Pantry, we feature a roundup of fun examples that embody the No
Passport Required trend. We hope it inspires you to develop your own unique offerings that
continue to inspire and delight your customers.
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ALL DAY LONG

Modern consumers crave desserts and baked goods at all hours of the day.
Spark sales with satisfying treats.

40%

P.M.

A.M.

ON THE
RISE

Great All Day

eat dessert as a
late-night snack

Egg sandwiches and
breakfast pastries

72%

34%

are more likely to order
desserts if a smaller
portion is available

a.m.

5 p. m . - 8 p. m .

65%

10 a
.m. 5 p. m .

eat desserts
after dinner

6a
.m .
- 10 a .
m.

8p
.

- 12
m.

of consumers
want restaurants to offer
breakfast items
throughout the day

60%

eat breakfast
while commuting

35%

56%

eat desserts as a
midmorning snack at
least once a week

want the meal to
give them energy

47%

eat desserts as a
midafternoon snack
at least once a week

48%

replace breakfast with
a snack

51%

replace lunch
with a snack

e recipe:

Get th s.com/
od
DawnFo uffins
AllDayM

Feed Early Risers

Attract All-Day Snackers

Be a Dessert Destination

Satisfy Night Owls

6 a.m. - 10 a.m.

10 a.m. - 5 p.m.

5 p.m. - 8 p.m.

8 p.m. - 12 a.m.

Make portable baked goods
with hunger-satisfying, energyboosting ingredients like
cheese, nuts and whole grains.

Think versatile, portable and
snack-friendly options, like
applesauce butterscotch
chip muffins.

Offer mini and shareable
portions of eye-catching,
trending desserts, such as
mashups or nostalgic treats.

Attract younger consumers
with a late-night menu
of alcohol-infused
desserts.

Check o
ut the
back c
over
for ide
bakingas for
w
wine! ith

Sources: “Formulation Trends Showing Breakfast Foods Aren’t Just for Morning Anymore,” Lauren Hartman, Food Processing, April 27, 2017; “What’s in Breakfast?,” Deanna Jordan, Technomic, May 19, 2016;
“Snack Attack,” Nielsen, September 2014; “How Dessert Occasions are Evolving,” Deanna Jordan, Technomic, Oct. 9, 2013; “Innovative Desserts Can Boost Check Averages and Drive Off-Peak Traffic,” Kelly Weikel,
Technomic, Oct. 21, 2015; “Driving Dessert Sales at Fast-Casual Restaurants,” Christine Lafave Grace, Technomic, Sept. 26, 2013; “Bakery and Coffee Cafes Get a Jolt from Rising Traffic,” Technomic, Sept. 13, 2016;
“Dessert Trends: Savory Flavors, Snackable Indulgences, Global Inspiration,” Monica Watrous, Food Business News, Oct. 12, 2016; “Happy Hour and Late-Night Success,” National Restaurant Association

No Pass

FROM THE
PANTRY

DESSERTS
TAKE FLIGHT

INNOVATION
STATION

CREME BRULEE DONUT
Lucky’s Doughnuts in Vancouver

Sweet samplers help bakery businesses boom.
Consumers’ cravings for unique, shareable desserts
are paving the way for a new bakery star: dessert
flights. While flights are often associated with wine
or beer, menu mentions of non-beverage flights
increased 5.6 percent last year, according to Technomic.
Beyond satisfying demand for shareable sweets
that offer variety, flights—often composed of three to
five mini desserts—help bakeries sell lesser-known
options. At Hoosier Mama Pie Company in Chicago
and Evanston, Illinois, owner Paula Haney offers
pie flights to introduce customers to new flavors.

WELLEQUIPPED

“Whereas apple pie always sells, people don’t want to
commit to buying a whole buttermilk pie—but they
will try a slice as one of their flight options. It’s a great
way to get more unusual pies out there,” she says.
Dessert flights also help reduce waste. Haney uses
excess rhubarb in mini pies for her flight menu, allowing Hoosier Mama to maximize the ingredient
across offerings. “We no longer have two cups of
rhubarb just sitting around that we don’t know what
to do with,” she says.
—Jessica Boden

The caramel cremeux-filled
Bismarck is covered with a
shell of crunchy toffee.

Website Builders

Offers the ability to test different
templates without losing content.

Offers various designer-made templates
created specifically for bakeries.

Specializes in e-commerce, making it easy to
sell online, from payment processing to shipping.

Provides stock photography—a huge
plus if your bakery doesn’t have highresolution photos of your offerings or space.

Has an easy-to-use drag-and-drop interface.

Provides new users onboarding consultants.

Provides an artificial design
intelligence feature to create a readymade website in minutes.

Offers a built-in social commerce tool to
enable selling on social media platforms
(Facebook and Pinterest) and marketplaces
(eBay and Amazon).

Includes mobile-friendly templates,
meaning your site will look just as good on
smartphones as it does on computer screens.
Icing on the Cake: Customer service is
available via email and Twitter 24/7.
Price: $12 to $46 per month.

Icing on the Cake: Personalized search
engine optimization can help your bakery
rank higher in online queries.
Price: $5 to $25 per month. Free option
with limited features available.

Icing on the Cake: An analytics tool keeps
track of valuable metrics like online orders,
website visits and conversion rates.
Price: $29.95 to $249.95 per month.
—Jessica Boden
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Photos by iStock, The Cravory, Glam Doll Donuts, Lucky’s Doughnuts, The Rolling Pin, Valerie Confections, Voodoo Doughnut

A website is no longer just nice to have—it’s a must. These popular platforms make it easy to create a
functional, impressive website that flaunts your products and brings in customers.

sport Required
GLOBAL FLAVORS RULE IN
NORTH AMERICAN BAKERIES.

Give ‘Em the Goods
Selling merchandise can increase revenue
and create a following for bakery brands.
When it comes to merchandise, Voodoo
Doughnut seemingly sells it all: T-shirts,
sunglasses, belt buckles, blankets, mugs,
BEST
postcards and more. These items are
PRACTICE
popular memento purchases for visitors
to Voodoo’s seven locations in Oregon,
Texas, Colorado and California. Voodoo
also sells merchandise online, reaching
consumers across the country. Merchandising doesn’t just
add revenue; it provides PR, says Sara Heise, Voodoo’s
executive wrangler. “It’s all about branding,” she says. “A
basic T-shirt will be continual advertising.” Ready to join
the merchandising game? Learn how with these tips.

Price Accordingly
Voodoo gets pricing recommendations from its vendor,
which bases them on industry averages and other clients’
price tags. The bakery also factors in order fulfillment
labor costs, tracking fluctuations around the holidays.
Items should be affordable, Heise says, but they shouldn’t
cause bakeries to lose money.

NUTELLA CANNOLI PIE
The Rolling Pin in Toronto

Watch Your Stock

The pie’s shortbread crust is filled with
ricotta, chocolate chips and Nutella.

TRENDSPOTTING
MATCHA CAKE
Valerie Confections in
Los Angeles

Three layers of
matcha green tea
cake are separated
by apricot jam and
apricot buttercream.

Voodoo runs monthly point-of-sale system reports to track
items’ popularity. If something isn’t selling, it’s often cut.
Conversely, Voodoo occasionally orders extra top sellers,
like mugs, ahead of busy weekends. “If we don’t sell as many
as we [planned], we know those items will sell [eventually],”
Heise says. Basing orders on past years’ sales can help
bakeries estimate how much merchandise they need.

Streamline Payments
Bakeries can handle payments themselves
or work with a payment processor. Going
the first route, bakeries create merchant
accounts with credit card companies,
which often charge a monthly, quarterly or
annual fee and a per-transaction fee of 20
to 50 cents, as well as a percentage of
each purchase. Voodoo, instead,
works with a third party,
PayPal, which simplifies
ordering. “It’s user-friendly
for us and was familiar
to our customers,”
Heise says. “We’re a
cash-only business;
this is the only time
we accept credit cards.
Having a secure business
take sensitive information and
knowing it’s in a safe place—out of
our hands—takes the stress away.”

OUT OF THIS
WORLD DONUT

Glam Doll Donuts in Minneapolis

Curry icing and spicy peanuts
top a donut filled with havarti
and Muenster cheeses.

TARO COOKIE

The Cravory in San Diego

Vanilla a’peels are mixed
into house-made taro
cookie dough.

—Ashley Greene Bernick

—Erin Brereton
DawnFoods.com
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Sweet on
SAVORY
Consumers’ cravings for
intriguing flavor combinations
are driving demand for savory
desserts and baked goods.

Make room, bacon; you’ve got company. Bakeries

to Peter Napathalung, senior manager of market

vying to feed consumers’ evolving tastes are

insights at Technomic. “Younger diners are more

serving a range of savory pastry flavors that extend

interested in desserts that are adventurous and

far beyond the salty pork product. Minneapolis’

unusual,” he says.

By Kate Rockwood
Photography by Tyllie Barbosa

Glam Doll Donuts fills donuts with havarti and

Demand for savory in the bakery world isn’t

Muenster cheeses and tops them with curry icing

just increasing; it’s leading bakers and pastry

and spicy peanuts. Salted-chocolate buckwheat

chefs to innovate with new takes on the trend:

cookies and shortbread loaded with thyme are on

“The past few years have been about putting

the menu at New York City’s Bien Cuit.

a twist on a traditional dessert, but now we’re

Millennials and Generation Z are the driving
forces behind the savory pastry trend, according
8
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seeing more savory flavors—ginger, herbs, olive
oil, red bean—trickle into the dessert category.”

Since 2012, dessert menu mentions of olive
oil spiked 154 percent, according to Datassential.
Herbs jumped 49 percent and spice rose 38 percent.
Embracing the savory baked goods trend
isn’t as simple as adding a spoonful of sea salt to
pastries. Consider these hard-won insights from
bakeries doing savory right.

Tweak That Sweet Treat
To be a best-seller, a savory dessert or pastry should
still be somewhat sweet, says Napathalung. “It’s not
a tarragon dessert that you’re after, but a dessert
that features tarragon,” he says. “Consumers want
a hint of savory or a subtle spiciness, but they still
want it to be sweet at its core.”

EVEN IF CUSTOMERS
THINK THEY WANT
SOMETHING REALLY
ADVENTUROUS, THEY’RE
MOST LIKELY TO BUY THE
THING THAT’S A LITTLE
HERBACEOUS, A LITTLE
SALTY, A LITTLE SAVORY.
—Eli Kulp, chef-owner, High Street on Market

left,” he says. “Even though it was so heralded
when it came out, as a businessperson, I had to

Raspberry Gochujang
Stuffed Pastries

ask myself, ‘Why are we doing this?’”

Katie Simpson, Chef, Dawn Foods

After crunching the numbers, Kulp realized
the super-savory pastry wasn’t making any money,
and he pulled it from the menu. But he didn’t
abandon the savory side completely. Instead, he
shifted the focus onto sweet while incorporating
savory elements. Today, the bakery’s top sellers

In 2015, Philadelphia’s High Street on Market

include a pain au chocolat made with salted milk

introduced the Red Eye Danish—a buttery

chocolate, smoky pepper chocolate mousse and a

Danish topped with country ham, red-eye gravy

blueberry crumb bar that features fennel seeds.

and pecorino cheese. The baked good, created

“Even if customers think they want some-

by Pastry Chef Samantha Kincaid, took off: Its

thing really adventurous, they’re most likely to

unique ingredients and appearance spurred local

buy the thing that’s a little herbaceous, a little

buzz and Saveur magazine featured the Red Eye

salty, a little savory,” Kulp says.

Danish on its cover.
However, despite the savory treat’s popularity,

Keep Costs in Check

Chef-owner Eli Kulp found it hard to sell. “We’d

Buying in bulk is a no-brainer for bakery staples

look at the pastry case at the end of each day, and

like butter, fruit and cake mixes. But truffle salt or

we’d have almost all of the Red Eye Danishes

Sriracha sauce? Maybe not.

80 Dawn Foods Puff Pastry Squares (5-by-5-inch)
40 ounces Dawn Foods Select Raspberry
Flavored Filling (no seeds)
Egg wash, as needed
8 ounces gochujang
4 ounces water
1 cup black sesame seeds, for garnish
Cut each square of puff pastry to 3-by-5-inch
rectangles. Pipe or spread a thin layer (roughly
1 ounce) of raspberry filling on half of the puff
pastry rectangles, making sure to keep the edges
clean. Cover each filling-topped rectangle with
a second puff pastry rectangle and seal edges
with a fork. Brush each pastry with egg wash.
Bake pastries on a parchment paper-lined
sheet pan at 400 F for 25 to 30 minutes, or
until golden brown.
In a bowl, mix gochujang and water.
After removing the pastries from the oven,
brush them with the gochujang glaze.
Garnish with black sesame seeds on top.
Yields 40 pastries.

DawnFoods.com
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analyst at Technomic, suggests thinking about

Paying more per ounce makes more sense
financially than risking food waste on a specialty
product that’s used sparsely, says Naomi Gallego,
the corporate pastry chef for Neighborhood

Black Quinoa Rice Granola

plants rather than salty meats like bacon. “Ginger

Corporate Pastry Chef Naomi Gallego;
Neighborhood Restaurant Group;
Washington, D.C., and Virginia

popular in Asian cuisine moving into the dessert

is certainly trending, and you see other flavors
space as well: curry, matcha, pumpkin, red

Restaurant Group who oversees the two Buzz
3 ¾ cups black quinoa
5 ½ cups Rice Krispies® cereal
7 ounces honey
7 ounces maple syrup
¾ cups brown sugar
3 ½ ounces butter
Seeds of 1 vanilla bean

Bakeshop locations in Virginia. Storing fewer
items and keeping them in an easy-to-access spot
is also more cost-effective; staff are more likely
to get through ingredients like fennel seed or
cayenne pepper before they go stale.
Bakers testing new savory creations should
start with small batches and closely monitor

bean,” he says.
One bakery embracing plant-based savory
flavors is national chain Paris Baguette: Sweet puff
pastries and eclairs share the display case with
more savory offerings, ranging from red beanfilled donuts and brioche to curry croquettes.
Another trend is consumers’ growing affinity

In a large bowl, mix black quinoa and
Rice Krispies® cereal. Set aside.

sales. If the pastries are a hit, the bakery can gradually increase quantities.

for Korean food. Some of the cuisine’s subtly
savory flavors—like lotus root, black rice and

In a saucepan, mix honey, maple syrup,
brown sugar, butter and vanilla bean seeds,
and bring to a boil. Pour wet mixture over
dry ingredients and mix well.

Another way to curb waste is to maximize
ingredients across the menu. This is an especially wise move for bakeries that offer sand-

sesame seeds—are ripe for bakery kitchen testing.
Study up on these trending flavors, and
monitor what both national chains and local

Spread granola over three sheet pans and
toast in a 325 F oven until golden, roughly
12 to 16 minutes, stirring every 4 to 5 minutes.

wiches and hot meals. Gallego is a big fan of
crossover utilization: “We’re using the same

competitors are doing. While not all bakeries
have access to harder-to-find exotic ingredients,

Cool and store in large deli containers.

product and keeping our inventory smaller,”

working with more common ones, like ginger or

Yields 44 cups.

she says. “If the kitchen’s using black quinoa in

curry powder, can be a strong first step.

a dish, I’ll think about how I can use it on the

With consumers’ dessert and pastry cravings

bakery side. I love black quinoa in granola or

trending toward savory, the right ingredients,

using it to garnish a dessert.”

Follow the Trends

industry trends, such as popular ethnic cuisines

testing strategy and continuing refinement can

or ingredients consumers are chasing for either

ensure bakeries hit salty-sweet success.

flavor or health reasons.

While some viral desserts amount to just

For example, to truly delight diners with

fleeting fads, it’s important to track greater

something new, David Kowalsky, senior research

Kate Rockwood is a freelance food and business
writer based in Chicago.

Savory Stats
Not sure you’re ready to double down on olive oil and ginger? Consider the numbers:
Chefs ranked savory desserts the

#2 TOP
SWEETS TREND
of 2017, second only to
artisan ice cream

/3 OF MILLENNIALS
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28%
of 18- to 34-year-olds
say spicy flavors are
appealing in desserts

3 most common herbs
and spices on bakery menus:

1. GINGER
2. FENNEL
3. THYME

1

Since 2015, dessert menu mentions of

would strongly consider ordering
a sweet that includes herbs, and
roughly the same portion would order
a dessert made with vegetables

chili and
jalapeno
rose

recipe
Read our oles
h
t
u
n
for do
at
erb sugar
h
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d
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/
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o
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DawnFo
arDonuts
HerbSug

20% 33%
and
curry
rose

Sources: Peter Napathalung, senior manager, market insights, Technomic;
“What’s Hot: 2017 Culinary Forecast,” National Restaurant Association
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By Erin Brereton

F

ranchising—a business model in
which franchisees pay to use a
company’s name and branding to
recreate its products—can provide a
bakery a healthy source of revenue
and expand its customer base.
Brian Pappas and his brother, Jeff, began
marketing The Dapper Doughnut, a mini
donuts food truck and retail space concept, to
prospective owners in July 2016.
According to Pappas, the cost of making The
Dapper Doughnut’s mini donuts is low compared
to other foodservice offerings—an attractive
selling point to potential franchisees.
“Food costs are much higher in a [sandwich
shop]; you have to have a tremendous variety of
ingredients, and things are perishable,” Pappas
says. The Dapper Doughnut uses a dry powder
batter that does not require refrigeration. “The
labor costs are low, the overhead is low—it allows
you to get higher profits.”

Franchise
First Steps

Prep Work: Know Your Business

To attract top contenders, run the numbers
on your fee structure. “Are franchisees
able to make good money at the unit level
after deducting a reasonable royalty that
will cover the cost of support and provide
a profit for the franchisor?” says Mark
Siebert, iFranchise Group CEO. Cupcake
chain Smallcakes charges a relatively low 3
percent royalty fee, according to co-founder
Jeff Martin. The company also has minimal
equipment purchase requirements and
encourages individual locations to market
on social media rather than charging a
marketing fee.

If you’re considering franchising, know up front
that it takes time and resources to support new
franchisees. In addition, while many bakeries see
success with franchising, eateries with extensive
menus can be challenging to reproduce,
according to Mark Siebert, whose consulting
company, iFranchise Group, has worked with
franchised organizations like Auntie Anne’s Soft
Pretzels and Nothing Bundt Cakes.
“There’s a trend toward more specialized
concepts,” Siebert says. Bakeries that focus on
one item like donuts or cupcakes may have an
easier time duplicating their concepts. “It cuts
down on the complexity of the operation and the
waste,” he adds.
To determine if a concept will work, attorney
Tal Grinblat, a franchise and distribution law
specialist at Los Angeles firm Lewitt Hackman,
recommends bakery owners first manage two or
three additional locations.
“Sometimes you can have a bakery do really
well at a phenomenal location, but not at others,”
Grinblat says. “You want to make sure you have
a good system. If a franchisor’s other locations
succeed, you may be onto something that’s
replicable.” This is also a good way to test whether
you’d enjoy managing more than one location.
Not every baker wants to spend extra time out
of the kitchen.
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Launching a multiunit operation requires
careful planning. Follow these steps to
sign—and support—franchisees:

MAKE SURE CANDIDATES
ARE READY FINANCIALLY.
Identify what makes a potential franchisee
a good fit financially with a funding
qualification. The form prospective
franchisees fill out on The Dapper
Doughnut’s website includes fields for their
ideal investment timeframe and available
liquid capital. In addition, the company’s
vetting process includes credit and
background checks.

MAKE IT AS PROFITABLE
AS POSSIBLE FOR THE
FRANCHISEE.

OFFER COST OPTIONS.
The Dapper Doughnut’s franchisees can
choose to run their business out of several
locations, including a lower-investment
food truck and a mall kiosk. “A food truck
is going to cost around $120,000, but you
can own that for about $20,000 down—
depending on your credit worthiness—and
finance the balance,” says Managing
Director Brian Pappas.

Price Pointers: Know Your Value
If your bakery model is replicable, crunch the
numbers to figure out how to price it. Franchisees
typically pay an initial fee that ranges between

$10,000 and $50,000, depending on the size of
the business, according to Grinblat. They also
often pay royalties between 3 and 8 percent of
gross sales.
Other franchisor fees are based on a number of
factors. In many agreements, franchisors provide
training and send personnel to a new location
for a specified amount of time to help the owner
prepare to open. Franchisors can also charge
marketing fees to advertise and promote the entire
system, ultimately benefiting each store.
“Advisors can help you figure out the right
pricing,” Grinblat says. “Some do studies to see what
[franchisees] are willing to buy. Many franchises’
fees are lower [at first]; then over time, you can
charge more, because there’s more demand.”

Grow Wisely: Know Your Franchisees
After determining your pricing structure, the next
step is selecting franchisees and preparing them to
run their businesses. This is important; the outcome
can have a significant impact on your brand.
“You want to make sure customers have
the same positive experience, no matter what
location they go to,” Grinblat says. “If an
operation isn’t run properly, that can reflect badly
on the reputation of the franchisor.”
As you build your bakery’s empire, consider
these tips:
1. MATCH FRANCHISEES’ SKILLS TO BAKERY
NEEDS: “[Saying yes to] the first person who
waves a check for $40,000 under your nose, when
you should be saying no, is a fairly universal mistake,” Siebert says. He recommends franchisors
determine the skills and qualifications franchisees will need. “If something requires a great deal
of prep work on-site, you may want to look for
someone who has foodservice experience,” he
says. “If it’s in a high-traffic location, the franchisee might need to be a really outgoing person who
can engage with people who walk by, whereas
if it’s a more complex operation, the ability to
manage people is more important.”
2. WEIGH IN ON LOCATION: As the franchise
owner, you should have a say in site selection.
“Locations are very important,” Siebert says. “You
may not [be able to] select [the exact location],
but at least provide some kind of parameters.”
Review any territorial restrictions—such as a
stipulation barring the franchisee from operating

YOU WANT TO MAKE SURE
CUSTOMERS HAVE THE SAME
POSITIVE EXPERIENCE,
NO MATTER WHAT
LOCATION THEY GO TO.
— Attorney Tal Grinblat, franchise and distribution
law specialist at Lewitt Hackman in Los Angeles

Photo by iStock

stores next to yours—in the franchise disclosure
document that the Federal Trade Commission
requires franchisors provide franchisees, Grinblat advises. While some systems provide territorial rights, others do not.
3. SET OWNERS UP FOR SUCCESS: A promising franchisee may be an experienced baker with
the right skills, but they’ll still need guidance to
run the business. Smallcakes, a cupcake bakery
with 180 locations across the U.S., provides new
franchisees four days of training along with an
operations manual. Beyond providing training
and launch support, some franchisors encourage
franchisees to reach out to them for guidance
regularly. “Part of the deal the franchisee pays
for is that they’re assured some assistance with
operations going forward,” Grinblat says. “And it

is to the franchisor’s benefit to make sure its franchisees are operating correctly to increase sales.”
4. STANDARDIZE PRODUCTION: To maintain
product consistency across franchise locations,
control each store’s suppliers, ensuring most
ingredients come from the same sources, Grinblat says. Similarly, the franchisor often dictates
which type of oven and other equipment locations use. To guarantee cupcakes meet the same
quality standards at each Smallcakes locations,
the bakery creates its own mix and distributes
it to franchisees. “We’ve made it simple; when a
store gets ingredients, they follow A, B and C to
get the product,” says co-founder Jeff Martin.
5. KEEP AN EYE ON OPERATIONS: Consistency
doesn’t just apply to products—it extends to

the entire experience. Make sure each location
embraces the brand’s culture and maintains the
same standards for customer service. Consider
everything from decor and staff uniforms to
hours of operation and cleanliness. Drop by
franchises regularly and, sometimes, without advance notice. If a location isn’t being
run properly, give the franchisee a reasonable
amount of time to correct the problem, Pappas
recommends. If they don’t comply, you have the
right to terminate the agreement.
While franchising a bakery takes hard work
and resources, the payoff can be very profitable.
Follow these tips and watch your brand’s empire
grow smoothly.
Erin Brereton is a freelance writer in Chicago.
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5 STEPS
TO ...

The first step to inspiring confidence—
and loyalty—in employees is solid
training. As part of the hiring program
at West Town Bakery in Chicago,
new staff members review training
materials, recipes and photos,
participate in food tastings, and share
ingredient knowledge and safety tips.
Some bakeries, like Freeport Bakery
in Sacramento, California, make
training a full-time job, employing
a professional to run orientations
alongside other duties, according to
co-owner Marlene Goetzeler.

2

Bake
Education
Into the
Everyday

Give employees opportunities to grow.
Goetzeler occasionally sends her team
to events like the International Cake
Exploration Societe convention and
Retail Bakers of America workshops.
Freeport employees also participate in
an in-house customer service training
program. Educational opportunities
don’t have to cost a fortune, Goetzeler
says; they can be as simple as gathering
around a bowl of popcorn to watch
training videos. Another affordable
option is having employees host skillsharing workshops. Whether they teach
each other cake decorating techniques
or how to navigate the bakery’s pointof-sale system, these opportunities grow
leadership skills and let staff flaunt their
expertise.

14
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With the industry facing a major
skills gap, replacing staff is no
easy task. Here are five ways
to curb turnover by keeping
employees happy and engaged.

3

Foster Ownership

Employees want their opinions valued, says Ellen
Pignatiello, owner of the Cookie Cupboard, a
small-batch cookie manufacturer in Cleveland.
Using message boards posted in the lunchroom,
Pignatiello asks her employees for input on a variety of
topics, from changing packaging materials to increasing
cookie production. If she uses an idea someone submits,
she rewards them with something small, like a gift card.
Goetzeler also strives to give employees a voice. As an
example, an employee pitched “specialty cake hours,”
specific times during which custom orders can be placed.
This stopped customers from routinely popping into
Freeport right before closing time to place lengthy orders,
often stranding employees in the bakery after hours.

5

4

Bakeries operate on strict schedules;
early starts and long hours around
the holidays are non-negotiable.
But giving employees some control
over their shifts can be
the difference between
employing grateful
workers and putting up
“now hiring” signs. Many
of Freeport’s workers are
students. “We are very
respectful of their schedules,” Goetzeler says. If
someone has class on Wednesdays, for example,
she won’t schedule them for that day. As a
result, she’s retained faithful employees, many
of whom stay on after they graduate.

Be
Flexible
When
Possible

Benefits like paid vacations, retirement savings plans and parental leave can place a bakery miles
ahead of its hiring competition. At 5 Generation Bakers in Pittsburgh, employees receive free dental,
vision and life insurance, and can enroll in a 401(k) matching program. President Scott Baker
recognizes many small-business owners operating on thin margins can’t afford these perks. Still, he
says, there are other ways to demonstrate gratitude. At the annual holiday party, Baker
acknowledges outstanding employees with prizes like extra paid time off. That type of
recognition can happen on a smaller scale, too. Giving staff discounts at the bakery and
treating them to pizza every other month can go a long way in making them feel valued.
—Danielle Braff

Say,
‘Thanks’
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TENURING
BAKERY
TALENT

Prep
Staff for
Success

Be Inspired. Be Creative. Be Original.

TM

With a variety of product solutions, offer baked items with Nutella®
to bring a real wow factor to your bakery and give customers the brand they love!

MINI PEAR CAKE
WITH NUTELLA®

76% of consumers would be
willing to buy a bakery item made from
ingredients that they know and trust.
Source: Progressive Grocer Magazine 12-16-16

Nutella® Tub, 2/6.6 lb. (Dawn Code: 1384263)
Nutella® Piping Bag, 6/35.2 oz. (Dawn Code: 2410926)

For this recipe and to learn more about Nutella®,
visit www.ferrerofoodservice.com, or call (800) 408-1505 for more information.

© Ferrero 2017
Ferrero S.p.A.

FRESH
THINKING

Wine Tasting
Turn up flavor and luxury
with wine-infused
baked goods.

Boozy Brownies

Add red wine, brown sugar and vanilla
extract to brownie batter to give these
chocolate treats a grown-up twist.

Rosé All Day

Give icing extra glow by beating in
/3 cup of rosé. Pair rosé icing with
chocolate, white and fruit-filled cupcakes.
1

Cake Balls That Pop

Add 1¼ cups of Champagne to
strawberry cake mix and top with an edible
gold glaze to create party-ready sweets.

Savory Standout
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Photo by Tyllie Barbosa; Sources: Broma Bakery, Betty Crocker, Sugar & Soul Co., Cupcake Project

Balance out savory treats—like olive oil
and basil cupcakes—by adding 1/2 cup
of sweet white wine to the batter.

